Republic of the Philippines  
Municipality/ City of **PUERTO PRINCESA**  
Province of **PALAWAN**  
OFFICE OF THE BUILDING OFFICIAL

**APPLICATION NO.**  
**PERMIT NO.**

**SIGN PERMIT**

Permit is hereby granted to ________________________________
With postal address at ________________________________
To install/attach/paint ________________________________
With the wordings: ________________________________
At the premises of ________________________________
As per attached sketch or location plan pursuant to pertinent provisions of the National Building Code (P.D. 1096) and its Implementing Rules and Regulations and to the following conditions:

1. The Sign shall be installed in conformity with Rule V of the Implementing Rules and Regulations of P.D. 1096

2. In case of electrical or neon signs, the corresponding Electrical Permit therefore shall be secured.

3. This permit must be kept in the premises of the establishment wherein the sign is installed for inspection purposes. It may be cancelled or revoked pursuant to Section 305 of the National Building Code (P.D. 1096) and when public interest so demands.

With sketch of location
Date: ________________________________
Fee: ________________________________
O.R. Number: ________________________________
Date: ________________________________

**SERGIO S. TAPALLA**  
City Engineer II/ Building Official  
Date: ________________________________